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What's in the package? This package includes: Year 4 Using Advanced Noun Phrases Homework Extension with Answers. The national goals of the English Year 4 curriculum: (4G3.2) Noun phrases are expanded by adding changes to adjectives, nouns and preposition phrases (e.g. teacher expanded to: strict math teacher with curly
hair) Differentiation: Issues 1, 4 and 7 (Diverse Fluency) Develop a Circle features extended noun phrases in simple sentences containing adjectives and prepositions. The expected range features an extended noun phrase in the sentences of several sentences containing adjectives, changing nouns and pretexts. The Great Circle of
Depth features an extended noun phrase in the sentences of several sentences containing adjectives, adverbs and verbose prepositions. Issues 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency) Develop a Tick Noun phrase that best change the meaning of a simple sentence. Noun phrases contain adjectives and excuses. The expected Tick is a noun phrase
that best changes the meaning of the multiple clause sentence. Noun phrases contain adjectives that change nouns and pretexts. Great depth is ticking noun phrases that are best to change the meaning of a few sentence clauses. Noun phrases are adjectives, adverbs and verbose pretexts. Issues 3, 6 and 9 (Application and justification)
Develop a Rewrite offer using the word pot provided. A census sentence to include at least one adjective and one excuse. Expected Rewrite offer using the word bank provided. The census proposal should be multi-layered and contain at least one adjective and an excuse. Great Depth Rewrite offer using the word bank provided. The
census proposal should be verbose and contain at least one adjective, adverb and verbose pretext. This resource can be downloaded with a Premium subscription. Extended noun phrases will tell you more about the noun. Watch the video to learn more about extended noun phrases. Be sure to try the activities and quizzes below to
check out what you learned! As good a place to start as any, the BBC Bitesize page for extended noun phrases takes students through the basics of noun, noun phrase and extended noun phrases in a clear manner before setting them the task of highlighting extended noun phrases in the example of passage. Check it out here. 2 cm.
Extended Noun Phrase SPaG Challenge Mat This review mat for grammar, punctuation and spelling is a great way to review and practice using advanced Phrases. The sheets are divided into 5 different activities, including writing problems and GPS test questions. Get this resource here. 3 see Description of Animals and Monsters This
article runs through an extension of noun phrases and includes three downloadable activities to try in the classroom. There's PowerPoint to try to expand the noun both class and then there are two print PDF activities - one on the description of dragons and one for writing about animals. Find it all here. 4 cm. Where's Wally? Everyone
loves a little bit Where's Wally?, and giving kids an excuse to scour the detailed pages in the classroom certainly won't feel like work, so this idea is sure to come down to treatment. The idea here is to pick someone in the picture and say: Can you find a smiling, strong person? Too hard? Well, can you find a tall, strong, smiling man with a
blue hat and an axe?. Then, as a writing activity, children come up with their own descriptions of the characters in the photos for their friends to use in order to find them. You can read about the whole idea here. 5 to 5 euro Extended Noun Phrase Song By Clicking on an educational song on YouTube is always a bit of a gamble. The
quality can vary wildly, let's say. So it's a great pleasure to find this punk ditty that features a bunch of good examples of extended noun phrases that use adjectives in front of nouns and prepositions after them. Watch it above, or on YouTube, here. From 6 to 6 euro Extension offers This list has a set of tips and learning ideas to help teach
extension offerings by adding noun phrases, adjectives and adverbs. In total there are five activities: I went to the supermarket, choose a postcard, any card, before and after, The picture says a thousand words and One Word will do. Download it here. 7 see. Briefly convey information This Prezi presentation helps explain how extended
noun phrases can be used to convey complex information briefly. It includes some short, simple activities for students, such as asking them to extend the offer the man opened the door to make it into something suitable for horror stories, and changing the noun phrase The Lonely Boy tripped into a dark room to change his mood. Check
out the full presentation here. From 8 to 8 euros Extension of the noun phrase sheet One of the free resources sample Pearson takes place in this sheet on the extension of noun phrases. It includes useful terminology, activities and ideas to identify extended noun phrases in reading and use them in writing. Download this PDF here. Used
for all my class, except for those with some SEN, just some extra practice for noun phrases for them to do at home. We've gone since starting with the noun, adding a defining and excuse to the classroom, but they need more practice! Read more About the problem This KS2 grammar resource provides everything you need to teach five
15-minute lessons on nouns. Aside from learning how to identify and build extended noun phrases, children face to come up with creative answers in their writing in this area of grammar, with colorful images included to help inspire their work. Five SPaG SPaG intended to be taught for one week. In addition, you can teach sessions in
large chunks, spread over a longer period of time or punctuate them with different grammar, punctuation and spelling lessons. The resources included in this package are: PowerPoint Advanced Noun Phrase Sheets Noun Cards Upleveling Offer Sheets Sheets expanded noun phrases ks2 worksheet
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